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I  '  " X  , . " j CZECH TROOPS RECEIVE COLOURS 
1. V.S. of Pres.Benes presenting colours and taking 

salute at parade by Czech troops in England. Good 
C.Us Benes. 
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WANTED - A LOUD SPEAKER 
M.S. Viscount & Viscountess Kano in 
his office 
M.S. Viscount Kano seated at desk speaking: 
about the feebleness of British propaganda in 
Japan compared with the German, and the fact 
that Japan is still at heart a friend of Britain. 
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BOMBED & TORPEDOED BUT SAFE 
1. Various very good action shots of the crew of 

the destroyer H.M.S.Kelly getting away in lifeboats 
from the listing ship which has just been torpedoed, 
while under heavy air attack from German dive 
bombers. The destroyer is captained by Louis Mountbatten 
who stays aboard with a volunteer crew. 
M.S. Mountbatten on deck of Kelly after bringing 
the ship into repair yard 
V.S. of the damaged listeeing destroyer alongside 
in the repair yard. 
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REAL SPORTS (Blomfontein, S.Africa) 
V.S. of a comic football match in which 
men dressed in skirts are beaten 4-0 by 
women wearing shorts. 
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M.S. Side view pan with Spitfires landing 
2. M.S. Sq.Ldr.congratulating Pilot Officer Stephens 

& Flt.Lt.Mungo Parke on their achievement of 
jointly bringing down the 600th enemy plane for 
their station. 
C.U. of Mungo Parke and Stephens talking about 
their suceesses since they shot down the 600th plane. 
(NAT.SOUND) 

4. M.S. Pan along group of fighter pilots including 
Mungo Parke and Stephens. 
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SOUTH AFRICA'S COMMANDER IN CHIEF 
1. Various good M.S. and C.Us of &en.Smuts talking 

with his officers, and taking salute at a parade 
of srmoured cars 
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